
EVENTS AND MICROEVENTS, “i briganti si meritano un prato“

The organization of events and micro-events is one of the strategic tools to support the
crowd funding campaign  “the briganti  deserve a rugby grass pitch”,  the idea is to
promote the campaign in places and involving people that would be difficult  to directly
involve.

You might ask yourself what is the definition of event or micro-event. The difference
is on the way the campaign is advertised but also on the way people participate.

Micro-events:

They are for the most “private” initiatives, sponsored by a single person or a couple, with
the goal of collect donations. This could be for example a birthday party, a wedding, a
graduation, but even a simple dinner with friends, where the classic present for the host
could be a donation to the campaign.

Using this mechanism we are expecting a better active participation for all those people
that  do  not  live  in  Catania  and  that,  therefore,  could  not  physically  participate  to  the
initiatives and events organized close to the club. To them we would like to ask to contact
us ahead of time so that the club could help organizing such event, logistically but also by
giving visibility of the event on the club’s website and other presence on the internet.

Events:

Similar to  micro-events,  but  this  time they are organized by informal or formal  groups
(sport  clubs,  NPOs,  VIPs etc.)  that  decide to  run an event  with the goal  of  collecting
funding for the campaign.

This include concerts for example, or any other sport or cultural event.

Same for the previous event type we would like to know that in advance so that we can
help advertising the initiative in our website and in any other place the club has on the
internet (Facebook page, youtube channel, and so on).

For any question and further information the email is pratosanteodoro@brigantilibrino.it 
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